More than 120 staple fiber lines have been automated with the Intra-Wrap packing system. There is no other automatic wrapping and strapping system that is used equally often. Capacities of approx. 28 bales/h are achieved with Intra-Wrap and different wrapping materials can be used, e.g. PE-film or PP-woven.

Intra-Wrap can be integrated in the Lift-Box-Compact or Nonstop-Ultra balers.

**SPECIAL FEATURES:**
- 5 – 28 bales/h
- Can be integrated in Lift-Box-Compact or Nonstop-Ultra balers as full automatic packing
- 3 sheet packing (top and bottom sheet wrapped with one complete bally wrap piece)
- With folded bally wrap
- Belly wrap is tighten and fixated under the strapping material
- Useful for PE-film, PP-woven and PE-straps
- Welding connection by heating system (temperature controlled)
- No dust or abrasion of the strapping belts due to the heat melt technology

**SPECIFIC ADVANTAGES:**
- Due to the internal packing it is more safe against fiber contamination for multi-color production
- The packing inside the main-press assures the optimum bale shape. The packing will be done under pressure of the main-press.